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Installation
1. Unzip the downloaded file in a folder on your hard disk.
2. Unzip the plugin file
3. Copy the folders into your ftp to app/code/
4. Using a shell from the root of your magento install run
a. php bin/magento module:enable Shiptimize_Shipping
b. php bin/magento setup:upgrade
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Configuration
Go to “Stores” > “Sales” > “Shipping Settings”, or click on “Shiptimize“ > “Settings”
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The plugin creates a Shipping method for each Carrier in your account when you save the plugin settings.
Note:
If you need a test account use username: testclient01 password: Welcome01
Create a set of keys here https://demo.pakketmail.nl/setting/keymgmt
Copy the keys and save.

If you inserted valid keys Shipping methods will be created and can be configured in: “Stores” > “Sales” >
“Shipping Methods”.
Optional configuration:
1. Gmaps Key - if set display a google map instead of the OpenStreetMap
2. Export Pre-Set – these status are used to decide
a. Which orders to export when you click “export preset” on the order grid
b. If the order is automatically exported on status change if you enable “Automatic Export”
3. Enable Checkout – see section “Pickup Points” below
4. Automatic Export – if enabled on status change if the order status matches a status selected in “Export
Pre-Set” it will be sent to Shiptimize.
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Shipping Methods
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Enabled – if the shipping method should be made available
Title – The name shown to your clients
Default Price – How much do you want to charge your clients for this method by default.
Type – Choose if you would like to charge “per order” or “per item”
Calculate Handling Fee – Choose if the handling fee should be “fixed” or as a “percentage” of Price
Handling Fee – An additional charge
Ship to Applicable Countries – Choose “Specific countries” if you want to make this method available only in
some countries
Ship to Specific Countries – Choose the countries where this method can be used to ship to
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Table Rates
This carrier allows you to define rules per country, region, zip code, min weight, minimum price, a minimum
number of items. For each rule, you can assign a price and optionally a Shiptimize carrier id and carrier option.
Rules are sorted by weight, price and number of items, the match is determined by the highest rule that still
matches the order.
Order prices defined here are without tax.
Example:
1. NLD, *, *, 0,0,*,,,6€
2. NLD, *, *, 0,0,*,50€,,6€
3. NLD, *, *, 30,0,*,,,25€
4. NLD *, *, 30,0,*,100€,,25€
Shipments to the Netherlands with 5 kg order total: 20€ will match 1
Shipments to the Netherlands with 5Kg at 50€ order total: will match 2
Shipments to the Netherlands with 30Kg order total: 50€ will match 3
Shipments to the Netherlands with 35Kg order total: 200€ will match 4
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Behavior
If "display name" is empty, the name shown to your clients is <carrier title>-<option>
If you would like to set a specific carrier when you export an order assigned to that rate to Shiptimize, copy the id
of the carrier into the "carrier" column.
To set an option (ServicePoint, AvondLevering) for a rate, copy the name of the option into the "Options"
column.
When you upload new rules, the old ones are replaced, this means that if you export old orders default values
will be used for carrier and options.
To get a CSV sample to set the rates, click "Export".
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Pickup Points
If the carrier provides a “Pickup Service” we will append a button to the checkout which allows the user to
select their preferred location.
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If you provide a google maps key we will display a Google map
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If a google maps key is not set we will display an OpenStreetMap
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Export
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You have 2 options to export:
Export Preset orders - Will export only orders that where not exported before and have one of the status you
configured on “Export all” in the configuration.
Export selected orders - Will send to the app any selected order regardless of status. This allows you to reexport orders if you delete them in the app.
If you try to re-export an order that is already in the app, the app will refuse it.
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Carrier Update

If at any time you add more carriers to your contract.
Ask your contact in Shiptimize to let you know when they are active in the app. Then go to configuration and
save the settings.
Every time you do this, the plugin will ask the app what information is there and update the plugin cache.
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Automatic Updates

When a tracking id is available the plugin will check if there are shipments associated with the order.
If there are shipments, we will insert the trackingId in the first shipment.
If there are no shipments the plugin will create a shipment, associate it with the order and insert the trackingId in
that shipment.
You can also configure automatic status updates when specific events occur. In Shiptmize, go to: “Settings” >
“Connect” > “Shop Detail”
You can set specific status for:
1. After Import
2. After Carrier accepts
3. After Delivery
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